
HOW TO WRITE A PLOT OF A STORY EXAMPLE

The plot is, arguably, the most important element of a story. It is literally the sequence and the moral of the story. Read
on to enjoy some plot of a story examples!.

Write a plot for each protagonist Most novels have just one central protagonist, and it often works best. The
Quest: The protagonist embarks on a quest involving travel and dangerous adventures in order to find treasure
or solve a huge problem. Show scenes where your main characters undertake mainly action-based activities
â€” a carriage or train ride, for example. Forcing the plot along will result in characters who behave falsely in
readers' eyes â€” which will make the whole story seem hollow. The plot creates a desire for the reader to go
on reading by absorbing them in the middle of the story, ensuring they want to know what happens next. Dory
and Marlin looking for a fish named Nemo in Finding Nemo image: Pixar Animations Voyage and Return The
protagonist and friends go out on a journey â€” with a return ticket. For example, consider this simple plot:
Plot: The good army is about to face the evil army in a terrible battle. Since the dawn of time, there have been
millions of unique stories by writers, bards, and raconteurs. Just when it seems Character X has come to the
very lowest point imaginable, he manages to work out the issues through some kind of insight or ingenuity,
and all is right in the world. Falling Action: The bridge between the climax and the resolution in which
subplots and mini-conflicts are resolved. Or, maybe she'll move back to her home country, cherishing her Irish
adventure for what it was. Make each word in your synopsis count. Resolution, or the conclusion , is the end
of a story, which may occur with either a happy or a tragic ending. In a climactic moment, Harry and his
friends defeat an evil troll released by Professor Snape. Woolf captures the losses and absences of war through
the symbol of the empty house. Obstacles to the character reaching his goals could include scholarship woes
or false accusations of plagiarism. What's your experience with plotting a book? There, we meet the main
character, understand she's in a new country, and will watch her push to overcome the trials and tribulations
that come from each of these new elements. Here are a few very short stories with sample plots: Example 1
Kaitlin wants to buy a puppy. Let the Story Unfold Keep in mind the main idea for your story and with these
five elements, you can begin a storyboard for your very own short story or novel! A synopsis conveys the
narrative arc, an explanation of the problem or plot, the characters, and how the book or novel ends. All of
these stories follow the plot outline archetype previously described, yet each is dramatically different, and
each has a good plot. The answer is simple: it works. Meanwhile, writer Ronald Tobias came up with 20 total
master plots while French author Georges Polti topped that with 36 dramatic situations that can be found in
fiction. This structure helps Woolf to achieve a poignant effect , as we learn about small, personal moments
and sense their relative insignificance and ephemeral, transient nature compared to towering historical events.
Read up on managing points of view in fiction, ditto narration style best for your novel. Subscribe to our
FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Things only click to specifics
when she does, at last, fall for Darcy. To ensure that happens, the stakes must be significant. This is just one
sample. Whatever your story idea, make your characters develop in interesting ways. The falling action
consists of a quick medical check before the resolution, or ending, when Kaitlin and Berkley happily head
home. To greatly simplify the plot structure of The Odyssey, while Odysseus is away on the battlefield, suitors
to his wife Penelope, presuming him dead, lay siege to his homestead. Here, we learn of the final outcome of
the tale.


